Empathy, Imagination, and Phenomenal Concepts

I. What Is Empathy?

Definitions of "empathy" are all over the map.¹ But one ingredient usually included is the idea that empathy is or essentially involves a special kind of imagining, an imaginative experience described variously as role taking, perspective taking, imaginative identification, or imagining oneself "in another person's shoes." I shall argue that, although many or most empathetic experiences do involve some such imaginative experience, empathy is best understood as not requiring this, indeed not requiring any imagining at all. The work imagination is supposed to do is actually accomplished instead by the deployment, in empathetic experiences, of phenomenal concepts.

Empathy, as I understand it, always has an object, a target; it is like sympathy in this respect. To empathize is necessarily to empathize with someone or something. Gregory Currie (2004: 181–184) has identified tricky questions about the nature of this object directedness.² My account will provide a simple and satisfying answer to them.

Alvin Goldman (2006: 201ff.) more or less identifies empathy with mental simulation. I do not. I take simulation not necessarily to have a target. One may simulate being in a certain situation, for instance, without simulating the

¹ Along with many philosophers and psychologists, I distinguish empathy from sympathy (in its modern sense), i.e., from feeling or being sorry for someone's misfortune. Empathy often leads to sympathy, but doesn't necessarily; and one can sympathize without empathy. Also one can empathize with a person who does not suffer misfortune and so is not a candidate for sympathy. My interest is not, of course, in the proper use of the word, "empathy." I aim to understand better what happens and what matters in many or most cases that are frequently counted as instances of empathy.

² Currie points out that these questions are similar to ones concerning what makes joint attention joint. He proposes a functional account of the link between the empathizer and her target. My proposal is very different.
experience of any particular person in a situation of that kind. The simulator need not be thinking even of a fictional or imaginary or hypothetical or merely possible person in the situation in question, even if she is aware that it is possible that someone should be in that situation. Simulation, or a close relative, frequently targetless, is the fundamental kind of experience one enjoys when one is caught up in a story or a fiction of one kind or another. One simulates an experience of learning about or knowing about or (in the case of visual fictions) observing the characters or events or activities of the fiction. Sometimes there is a narrator or character whom one simulates, with whom one might empathize, but often there is not. Empathy must have a target; simulation needn't. (There may be other differences as well.) My interest now is in empathy.

Empathy is often said to be a source of knowledge about the mental state or activities of the person empathized with—knowledge of a special kind, Vorsiehen, or knowledge of what it is like for the target, not, it is said, mere propositional knowledge. My account will explain how empathy might provide (or constitute) such knowledge. But I will argue that it is best understood as propositional, as a special kind of propositional knowledge.

We must, of course, allow that one who seems to know or understand a target by empathizing with him may get him wrong. If we take "empathy" to be a success term, as I prefer to do, this will be a case of merely apparent empathy; it may amount to an illusion about how it is with the target. I make no claims about how often empathizers are right about their targets, nor how likely one is to be right in any particular case. We often have the impression of empathizing successfully in any case, and such impressions, illusory or not, figure importantly in our thinking about others and our interactions with them.

Tolstoy (1899) thought that the primary function of art is to bring people together, to foster a sense of community. He might have, though he didn't, put this by saying that art enables appreciators to empathize with the artist and with other people who experience the same work, sharing emotions with both. Notice that the sense of community, of togetherness, that Tolstoy thought so important can be fostered by art even if the apparent empathy is illusory, even if appreciators are mistaken in thinking they share the emotions of the artist and other appreciators.

Nancy Eisenberg and Janet Strayer (1987: 5) "define empathy as an emotional response that stems from another's emotional state or condition and that is congruent with the other's emotional state or situation." This is one definition that does not mention anything like role taking or other-shoe imagining. It is clearly inadequate as it stands, for reasons to be found in Currie (2004: 181). It doesn't require a sufficiently intimate connection between the empathizer's experience and her target. Emily's psychological state might be similar to (or "congruent with") Oscar's and might have been caused, in one way or another, by his (or by his situation as she understands it), without her empathizing with him. It won't help to add that she is aware of the similarity and realizes that his state caused hers. Her experience might still fail to be one of empathy.

Is other-shoe imagining what is needed? What makes Emily's experience count as empathy with Oscar, it may seem, is that it results from imaginatively occupying Oscar's shoes. This is not a satisfactory answer. For one thing, it is not at all clear what kind of imagining, perspective taking, or whatever, empathy involves, what it is to imaginatively occupy another's shoes in the required sense. As we shall see, some possibilities don't connect the empathizer and her object sufficiently or in the right way, and others are difficult to make sense of: there is a better way to understand the link between the empathizer and the target.

II. Parallel and Fancy Imagining

On learning that Oscar is exploring a cave, Emily imagines doing so herself. She then finds herself experiencing a feeling that she identifies as "panic." Thinking that Oscar's psychological make-up is like hers in relevant respects, she infers that he experiences panic; she describes him as feeling "panicked." Emily is engaging in what I call parallel imagining, imagining "parallel" to Oscar's actual experience. She imagines herself, Emily, to be in a certain situation and to be performing certain activities, ones like those she takes Oscar to be in and to be performing. Oscar is not in the content of her imagining.

Emily's experience does not amount to empathy (even assuming she is correct in thinking he feels panic). Empathy, central instances of empathy at least, or the most important kinds of empathy, require a closer, more intimate link between the empathizer's experience and her impression of or judgment about

---

3 I argued for this in Walton 1997: 37–49.

4 Even when empathizers are right about their targets, one might consider the justification for their judgments insufficient for their beliefs to qualify as knowledge. (Thanks to Robert Stecker.) I won't worry about this here. For a discussion of how reliable a source of knowledge empathy is, see Matravers 2011.

5 What Amy Coplan (2011) calls "self-oriented perspective-taking" and Peter Goldie (2011) "in-his-shoes perspective shifting" are parallel imaginings. We need not restrict parallel imagining to imaginings about oneself. If Emily imagines exploring a cave without imagining herself doing so (if this is possible), her imagining will count as "paralleling" Oscar's actual experience. What makes it merely parallel is that it is not imagining about Oscar. The instances of parallel imagining I will consider, however, are ones in which one does imagine about oneself; one imagines oneself doing or experiencing what another person does or experiences.
the target person's experience. Moreover, Emily's experience as
described does not involve anything like Verstehen, knowing what is like for
Oscar in the cave. She acquires merely ordinary propositional knowledge
about him, knowledge that he feels panic.

Maybe what is required is a stronger sense of imagining, imagining that
does not merely parallel the experience of the target. Simon Baron-Cohen
(2003: 24) offers a colorful characterization that seems to point to something
more interesting:

Empathy involves a leap of imagination into someone else's head. While
you can try to figure out another person's thoughts and feelings by reading
their face, their voice and their posture, ultimately their internal
world is not transparent, and in order to climb inside someone's head
one must imagine what it is like to be them.

What sense can be made of this? Shall we say that to empathize with Oscar
Emily must imagine herself being Oscar, not just being similar to him and/or
or in a similar situation and/or performing similar actions? If this means
imagining an identity between Emily and Oscar, what is imagined (that
Emily = Oscar) is metaphysically impossible, something that, some claim,
cannot be imagined.

Coplan (2011) and Goldie (2011) both take imagining being another person
to be necessary for empathizing with her (in their preferred senses of "empathy").
What is crucial for them seems to be that one take on, in imagination, relevant
aspects of the target's personality, character traits, emotional dispositions,
desires and inclinations, etc. This would not seem to require imagining being
(literally) the other person, however. I might imagine myself with inclinations
and interests like those of my target, imagine myself being extroverted, as my
target is, even if I am introverted. This would be parallel imagining, in my sense;
Goldie (2011) calls it "ambitious in-his-shoes perspective-shifting." In fact, it is
not clear to me how to distinguish between imagining being her and possessing
many of her properties, and imagining just being myself and possessing all of the
same properties, while knowing that they are properties of her. Of course, there
is the question, in either case, of whether or to what extent people are capable of
imagining having desires or personalities different from their actual ones. Goldie
is very skeptical about this; Coplan much less so.

Richard Wollheim (1984: 75) questions the intelligibility of imagining one-
self to be identical to someone else and introduces instead a notion of imagining

another person "centrally." According to Goldie in an earlier essay (2000), to
empathize with someone is simply to imagine her centrally, in Wollheim's sense.8
I do not have a very good grip on the notion of imagining centrally, however, and
Wollheim's explanation of it is inadequate.

In imagining the Sultan Mahomet II's entry into Constantinople in 1453,
Wollheim says, he might imagine the Sultan "centrally." This is not to be con-
 fused, he thinks, with "centrally imagining myself in the Sultan's shoes... and
therefore doing what I know he did there and then... Imagining myself in the
Sultan's shoes [what I call parallel imagining]... leaves it open to me at any
moment to imagine myself brought face to face with the Sultan. And that is
something that [imagining the Sultan centrally] clearly rules out" (Wollheim
1984: 75–76).

I don't see that this is clearly ruled out. To imagine the Sultan, "centrally" or
otherwise, coming face to face with the Sultan would be to imagine something
incoherent. But it seems that we do sometimes imagine incoherences—when
we dream, for instance.9 Moreover, it is not clear that parallel imagining, "imag-
ining myself in the Sultan's shoes," does "leave it open to me... to imagine myself
brought face to face with the Sultan." If my project is to imagine myself doing and
experiencing things as the Sultan actually did, I sure won't imagine coming
face to face with the Sultan.

What to do? I take no stand here on whether it is possible to imagine an iden-
tity between oneself and another person. I don't rule out making sense of imagining
someone "centrally." And perhaps another stronger-than-parallel kind of
imagining or imaginative identification is the key to the notion of empathy. But
there is an easier way. We can do an end run around the mysteries of imagina-
tion, for the purpose of explaining empathy. Mere parallel imagining will turn
out to be enough. Indeed, as I mentioned, empathy does not require any imagi-
ning at all.

III. Phenomenal Concepts; Samples

In Walton (1999) I noted that in many instances in which we learn about others
by imaginatively "occupying their shoes," what we learn contains a demonstra-
tive element. If, imagining myself in the shoes of a person who misses his plane
or a person crawling in a cave, I feel upset or panicked and judge him to be upset
or panicked, the content of my judgment, in the first instance, is that he feels like

8 Of also Smith 2011: 100.
9 For what it is worth, this incoherence strikes me as less unimaginable than imagining that
Kendall Walton is identical with the Sultan.
this (or something like this), where "this" refers to an aspect of my own current state of mind. I am using my feeling of upset or panic to represent his.\(^\text{10}\) I might also find a predicate to characterize his state; I might describe him as "upset" or as "panicked." But the predicate is likely to be considerably less specific than what I represent to myself about him using my own mental state. It does not exhaust the content of my thought when I say to myself, "He feels like this." Judgments of this kind employ what have been called "phenomenal concepts," although this notion was introduced to serve an entirely different purpose.\(^\text{11}\)

Sometimes "this," in judgments of the form, "She feels like this," refers not to one's actual mental state but to the content of one or another of one's intentional attitudes, the content of one's imagining, for instance. More about this presently. I will focus, now, on cases in which it is an aspect of one's actual state of mind that one uses as a sample.

To judge that a person feels "like this" is to use one's own mental state as a sample, indicating a property that one then attributes to her. It will be useful to look briefly at the work samples in general do, in our thinking and speaking.\(^\text{12}\) A witness to a bank robbery uses a sample to describe the getaway car: "They drove off in that kind of car," or "... in a car like this one," she says, pointing to a vehicle parked in front of the police station. To modify an example from Jane Heal: I might say, "She sang thus," followed by a warbly, out of tune rendition of Yankee Doodle.\(^\text{13}\) My vocalization serves as a sample of a manner of singing that I attribute to the other person, and perhaps also, though not necessarily, a sample of a way of singing Yankee Doodle. Samples can be picked out by means of descriptions or proper names, of course, as well as by demonstratives. The witness might describe the getaway car as being like the one her mother drives. We might describe a child as "another Mozart" or "another Einstein." Fictional objects are often used as samples: We speak of a "Cinderella team," a "catch 22," a "Trojan horse."

In all such cases, a particular thing (actual or fictional\(^\text{14}\)) is used to call to mind or indicate a kind, a property, one that the particular saliently possesses (or a property it is thought saliently to possess or one commonly associated with it). The sample thus functions as a predicate: Like linguistic predicates, it picks out a property, which a speaker may then attribute to something else.\(^\text{15}\)

To use a particular as a sample in this way is not to say something about the sample, any more than using a linguistic predicate to attribute a property to an object is to assert something about the predicate. What the robbery witness asserts is not that the vehicle she points to and the getaway vehicle are similar or of the same kind. She asserts that the robbers made their getaway in a vehicle of a certain sort (e.g., a recent model red pickup truck)—using the sample vehicle rather than a linguistic predicate to indicate what sort it is.

A given particular possesses many properties any of which it could serve as a sample of. Which one (or ones) does it pick out on a given occasion?\(^\text{16}\) This is obviously a highly context dependent matter. The relevant property will be one that is salient in the context, where the context includes background information possessed by the speaker and her hearers, the point of the conversation, etc. Sometimes a speaker will specify what kind of property the relevant one is ("This shade of color," "That kind of architecture," "That make of automobile"), while still relying on the sample to indicate which property of the specified kind it is. But often this is unnecessary. We can think of a sample as a highly ambiguous predicate, disambiguated (partially or wholly) in a given conversational situation in roughly the ways ambiguous linguistic predicates are disambiguated.\(^\text{17}\)

I emphasize that we needn't have a linguistic predicate or phrase or any way of saying, with words, what the property is (even when the sample does pick out a fairly definite property); using the sample may be our only way of identifying it. This is obviously true of shades of color, most of which have no names. (Even if we do have a name, e.g., "burnt sienna," we can't reliably ascertain whether something possesses the property without comparing it to a sample.)\(^\text{18}\)

---

\(^\text{10}\) Heal (2003a, b) made similar suggestions and explored the more general notion of indexical predication.

\(^\text{11}\) Brian Loar (1997) introduced it first, so far as I know, in connection with the mind-body problem. Cf. also Lycan 1996, Pappas 2002, Tye 2003, and others. Loar and others appeal to phenomenal concepts to support materialism, the idea being (roughly) that although we both have mental concepts (phenomenal concepts) and physical ones, they pick out properties of only one kind, physical properties. I take no stand on whether this defense of materialism is successful. Nor will I attempt to choose among the various definitions of "phenomenal concepts" in the literature.

\(^\text{12}\) What I say about samples owes much to Nelson Goodman (1968) notion of exemplification. A somewhat similar notion of exemplification is central in Keith Lehrer's (2012) theory of art.


\(^\text{14}\) Here, as so often is the case, it is convenient to speak or write as though fictional entities exist. No ontological commitment is implied.

\(^\text{15}\) Many of our beliefs have the form: "The color of her hair is ____"; or "The song he was singing went ____"; where the blanks are filled with images, sensory impressions, or what have you, but certainly not words" (Kaplan 1968: 208).

\(^\text{16}\) "A sample is a sample of some of its properties but not others" (Goodman 1978: 64). Clark (1996: 173-174) points out that in using demonstrations for communicative purposes, the speaker must rely on the hearer's recognizing, somehow, which aspects of the demonstration are intended to depict the subject of discussion and which are not.

\(^\text{17}\) Sometimes the ambiguity is left unresolved, perhaps deliberately. The speaker’s point may be simply to induce listeners to think about what features of the sample might also characterize the subject. This is the point also of some metaphorical attributions.

IV. Empathy Again

Back to the special case in which one owns one's own psychological state as a sample, as when Emily empathizes with Oscar. We access our psychological states by means of introspection (or anyway, I assume, in some first person privileged manner). So although Emily's mental state serves as a sample in conceptualizing her judgment about Oscar, it will be of limited usefulness in explaining to a third party what she knows or believes about him. If she identifies her own state as an instance of "panic," she can tell another person, Thomas, that she thinks Oscar feels "panic." But she won't thereby be telling Thomas all that she knows or believes about Oscar. Her judgment is that Oscar experiences a particular sort of panic ("panic like this"), one she may not be able to express in words.

It is open to Thomas to declare that Oscar feels "like that," referring to Emily's state of mind. He might have good reason to think her state is a fair sample of Oscar's. But there is a sense in which he won't know what property it is that he is thereby attributing to Oscar. (Compare: I might assert, truly and on good authority, that a person suffers from ribose-s-phosphate isomerase deficiency without having the foggiest idea what this is.) It is not clear that Thomas will even have disambiguated the predicative sample. In saying "Oscar feels like that" he might mean just that Oscar's and Emily's mental states are similar, that there is a property that they share. This is not using her state as a sample, a predicate, to specify a particular property.

There remain difficult questions, which I won't attempt to answer, about how it is that Emily picks out one aspect or property of her current mental state, as opposed to others, which she attributes to Oscar, and what it is for her to do so. Presumably Emily attends to one property rather than others, one that is salient to her in the context. These are questions also for those who use the notion of phenomenal concepts for other purposes, of course. I assume that they can be answered satisfactorily.

18 Peter Goldie (2000: 181) claims that "to understand another's emotions, we must be able . . . to say what the emotion is which that person is experiencing." According to Alvin Goldman (2006: especially 127, 224, 259), we classify our mental state, then attribute it to the other person. If saying what the state is, or classifying it, means having words for it, neither is necessary for understanding the target person. One can use one's own mental state as a sample.

20 "A mental sample that exemplifies one phenomenal property will exemplify many . . . Which of the exemplified properties is the one to which the demonstrative concept that PHENOMINAL PROPERTY refers? It seems that appealing to a mental sample does not help to fix the reference of the phenomenal concept at all" (Tye 2003: 95). Tye's conclusion is too strong. Yes, pointing to the sample does not by itself fix the reference. But this does not mean that pointing to it doesn't help; it may even be necessary.

In paradigm or standard instances of empathy, the empathizer uses some aspect of her current mental state to understand the target's, in the way I have described. I count this as a necessary condition, at least, for empathy.

Is to empathize necessarily to judge, or believe, or know, that the other person is "like this"? That seems too strong. Let's count as instances of empathy cases in which a person experiences a target as feeling "like this" or is under the impression that she does, without requiring that she say to herself anything like "He feels like this." This will help to accommodate what has sometimes been called "automatic empathy," empathy based on emotional contagion, for instance.

The empathizer's use of her own current mental state as a sample constitutes an especially intimate link between her state and her judgment about or impression of the target's experience. This, I submit, is the link we are after, the ground of the object directedness of empathy. It is by virtue of this that Emily's experience counts as empathy with Oscar.

Emily's judgment or impression is not merely that "I am panicked, and so is Oscar," but rather, "Oscar is as I am, like this." She can appropriately say, "I know how it is with him" or "I know how he feels," where "know" carries a connotation of intimacy, acquaintance. This is close to what one might call Verstehen, or "knowing what it is like" for Oscar. Notice that the content of what she knows is in propositional form: She knows that Oscar feels like this. But this is propositional knowledge of a special kind, with the sample taking the place of a linguistic predicate in the formulation of what she knows. What Emily knows, the proposition she knows to be true, is not special or unusual. The very same proposition could be expressed in other ways, as (a) "He feels X," where X is a predicate indicating the same property that "like this" does (we might not possess such a predicate, but there could be one); or as (b) "He feels as Patricia did on such and such occasion." What is special is Emily's way of understanding this proposition, her way of accessing and thinking about it. She does so by means of a demonstratively indicated sample or a sample identified in some other way, rather than a linguistic predicate. Her knowledge of this proposition, her knowing that he feels like this, is special. It is knowledge of a (not so special) proposition that she represents to herself in a special way.

It looks as though much of the explanatory work we expect of a notion of empathy is done by the role of phenomenal concepts in the empathizer's experience, rather than some sort of in-her-shoes imagining or imaginative identification. As a first stab, I propose to define "empathy" as, simply, using some aspect of one's current mental state as a sample to understand another person, in the

21 Merely apparent empathy, if the supposed empathizer's impression is mistaken.
23 Assuming that her judgment or impression of him is correct.
way I have described, i.e., judging or experiencing the target person to be feeling “like this.”

Refinements are needed. Suppose I learn by some non-empathetic means that Sadie is sad: She tells me that she is, or her shrink does, or I apply a theory, inferring from her actions or facial expressions that she is sad. Suppose also that, as it happens, I am sad as well. Now I am in a position to say, “She feels like this,” referring to my state of mind and using it as a sample indicating (just) the property of being sad. This hardly qualifies as an instance of empathy, for two distinct reasons. (a) Sadness is a very unspecific mental state. We might want to require that, to count as empathizing, one must use one’s mental state as a sample of a much more specific property. (An empathizer is likely to say not merely, “I know how you feel,” but “I know just how you feel”—although this is an exaggeration if it means that the empathizer knows exactly how the target feels.) (b) My mental state, my sadness, is not the source of my knowledge about Sadie (or of my impression of how it is with her). It is because I knew already that she was sad, that I was able to use my state in characterizing hers. In paradigmatic instances of empathy, the empathizer judges or has the impression that the target feels a certain way, because she (the empathizer) does.

V. Empathy without Imagination

What, then, does imagining have to do with empathy? Certainly imagining is an important ingredient of many empathetic experiences, perhaps most of them, including Emily’s as I described it. Her imagining crawling in a cave, when she learns about Oscar’s adventure, makes two important contributions to her experience: It induces in her the panicked feeling that she uses as a sample in understanding Oscar’s state of mind. And (on the assumption that Oscar’s psychological makeup, etc., is sufficiently like hers in relevant respects) the fact that her feeling was generated by the imagining—by imagining being in a situation like the one Oscar is in—arguably gives her some reason to think that it is a fair sample of Oscar’s state of mind, that her judgment that Oscar feels “like this” has a reasonable chance of being true. This is mere parallel imagining. I didn’t postulate any fancier variety, and I see no reason to think empathy requires anything fancier.

Moreover, circumstances other than imagining can make the contributions imagining makes in Emily’s case.

Sometimes an empathizer is actually in a situation similar in crucial respects to that of her target. If you and I have a mutual friend who has suffered misfortune, we may both grieve for him. I might then judge that you feel “like this,” referring to my own feeling of grief (a fairly specific kind of grief). My actual situation generates the state I use as a sample, and the fact that my situation is similar to yours may give me some reason to think it is a fair sample, may help to justify my judgment. My grief is not caused by yours, or by my knowledge of the situation you are in. Yet I may think of you as feeling “like this.” And I can say that I know “how you feel” or “what it is like for you.” This should count as an instance of empathy.

Alternatively, you and I may both experience grief but for different persons. I grieve for a friend of mine, and judge that you, in grieving for your friend, feel “like this.” Then the property my statement serves to indicate is different; it is not grief for so-and-so, but just grief (probably a particular sort of grief) for someone or other. Still, in using my statement as a sample, I am empathizing with you.

That being in a situation similar to the target’s helps one to empathize with him is certainly not news. But the usual idea is that being in a similar situation makes it easier than it would be otherwise to “put oneself in his shoes” or to “imaginatively identify” with him.” My proposal is that this last step is unnecessary. Actually being in a parallel situation is enough.

What about contagion? Entering a jolly gathering, Carol forgets her troubles and finds herself in a cheerful mood. Some count such contagion as a kind of empathy; some do not. Carol might be entirely unaware that she caught her mood from the others, if she even notices their good spirits. In that case she won’t judge or have the impression that: “they feel like this,” and her experience won’t qualify as empathy. But if she is aware of the contagion (implicitly at least), and does judge or have the impression that they feel “like this,” attributing an aspect of her mental state to them, she is empathizing with them. Imagination seems not to be involved.

A science fiction example: By manipulating my brain, doctors produce in me an affective (and/or perceptual) state that I can use as a sample. There may be good scientific evidence that my artificially acquired brain state is correlated with an experience of a certain kind, an experience of severe claustrophobia, or of drowning, or undergoing a near death experience, or smelling durian, or feeling ostracized. Knowing this, I use my state as a sample to understand the experience of a target person who suffers claustrophobia, or drowns, or smells durian, . . . I judge that she feels “like this.” If my judgment is correct, I am empathizing with her. This is empathy without imagining. It is not imagining, neither parallel

---


25 At least it is not obvious that imagination is involved. Perhaps the mechanism of emotional contagion includes (implicitly) imagining behavior as the infecting persons are behaving. This is not imagining oneself in their situation, as in the instances of parallel imagining I have considered. It is in a different sense imagining oneself “in their shoes.”
nor fancy imagining, that causes my experience or justifies my taking it as a fair sample of the target's experience.

Memory may be responsible, in either of two ways, for a state of mind an empathizer might use as a sample. I would count both of the instances of imagining, but some would not. In any case, only parallel imagining is needed.

A person might "re-live" a previous automobile accident, feeling panic or terror again, and judge that a target person experiencing an accident feels "like this"—i.e., in certain respects like she now feels. The empathizer imagines (I would say) a huge SUV bearing down on her now, imagines facing a clear and present danger. (She does not really think she is in danger, for a second time, while she is re-living the past experience.)

In other cases, memory traces left from previous experiences, rather than re-living or recalling any particular one or ones, may affect a person's experience as she imagines being in a similar situation. (Having been inebriated previously, one might feel nauseous on imagining downing a bottle of whiskey.) The imaginer may then judge that a target person feels "like this."26

VI. Extensions, Variations, Relatives

Empathy, as I have explained it, is an occurrent state (or experience, or activity), in which one uses one's own current mental state as a sample. Call this the primary sense of "empathy."

We can, of course, recognize a dispositional sense as well. One may be disposed to empathize, occurrently, with a particular target or targets of a certain kind, or able to do so if we set our mind to it. We can describe someone as an empathic person, if she is uncommonly capable of empathizing with others or does so uncommonly often.27

I have concentrated on empathy with a target's phenomenological states. One can empathize also with a person's beliefs, desires, hopes, intentions, etc., and with his coming to believe something, changing his mind, forming intentions, seeing his hopes dashed, etc. The extension of my account in these directions is not entirely straightforward. If an empathizer does not believe what the target person believes, for instance, she cannot judge, "He believes like this," with the demonstrative referring simply to a belief of her own (nor can she judge, "He came to believe like this," where "this" refers to her own coming to believe something).

26 Cf. Walton 1999: § VII.
27 Thanks to Sarah Buss.

I mentioned that one sometimes uses, as a sample, not one's actual mental state but the content of one or another of one's intentional attitudes, the content of an imagining, for instance.26 This is true of viewers' experiences of point of view shots in film. Following a shot of a character looking out a window, there is a shot of a scene outside. Watching the second shot, we imagine observing the scene, and we judge that the character looking out the window has an experience "like this," like the one we imagine enjoying. We do not attribute to the character an experience (much) like our actual visual experience, a visual experience of a film shot, of a depiction of the scene outside the window. The experience we attribute to the character is like our actual one only insofar as imagining seeing is like actually seeing.

Emily might, possibly by putting herself in Oscar's shoes as he crawls in the cave, imagine deciding (after deliberation, or spontaneously, in a spirit of desperation or one of studied calmness) to back slowly through the passageway, hoping to find a place where she can turn around. Or she may imagine planning to sue a tour operator who assured her that the cave was perfectly safe for novice spelunkers. She does not actually decide to back out or to sue the company, and she does not really hope that she will find a place to turn around; she is not in a cave and no tour operator assured her of a cave's safety. But she might judge (or speculate) that Oscar did or will make decisions or plans or entertain a hope "like this," i.e., like the decisions or plans she finds herself imagining making or the hope she entertains in imagination.

This probably should count as empathy only if Emily's imagining is of an appropriately experiential sort (like that of the viewer of the point of view shot). Imagining that I decide to back out, and judging that Oscar decides "like this," i.e., as I imagine that I decide, may be just to judge that he decides to back out. I take imagining deciding to back out to be richer and more experiential, probably including phenomenological elements, than merely imagining that I decide to back out. Judging (or having the impression) that another person decides as I imagine deciding, in this richer sense of imagining, may reasonably count as
a case of empathy, of empathizing with the target’s deciding. The same goes for empathizing with a person’s hoping, believing, intending, desiring, etc.

To empathize in the primary sense, again, is to use an aspect of one’s current mental state as a sample. (We can now add that this may include the content of a current imagining.) In the automobile accident example, the empathizer’s sample is her present experience of re-living the accident she had previously. If she remembers the experience but does not re-live it, she could use her previous state, her actual experience of the accident, as a sample, judging that the target “feels like that,” like I did then.” Her previous experience may, of course, have been more like the target’s experience than a present re-living would be. It will include actually fearing the SUV, not just experiencing a feeling of panic, and perhaps (not necessarily) a more intense feeling of panic. But judging that the target feels “like that” won’t be empathizing with him, in the primary sense.

One might, however, have something like empathy consisting primarily in recollections of a previous experience, without using one’s current mental state or the content of a current imagining as a sample. I will call this sort-of empathy (introducing a new technical term). Suppose that I remember an experience I once had, without in any way re-living it, without now feeling anything like I did then; I may be incapable even of imagining being in that state. But, let’s say, I have good reason to think that my previous state is a fair sample of how another person, Joan, now feels. (A perceptive mutual friend tells me, “You know the way you felt last April? That’s how Joan feels now.”) This is not empathy in the primary sense. I may not even be empathizing dispositionally (in the primary manner) with Joan. But I may remember some of the consequences of my previous experience, without experiencing even an echo of its phenomenology. I might remember what I was inclined to do or to believe as a result of feeling as I did: that I was really upset, or strangely calm, that I tended to notice certain things and was oblivious to others, that I felt close to, or alienated from certain people, etc. Given that I take Joan to be having a phenomenal experience like my previous one, I expect her to have inclinations to believe and act and feel similar to the ones I had—all without my now experiencing anything like the phenomenology of the experience. These are expectations that I might have had as a result of re-living my previous experience. If I am right about Joan, about what she is inclined to do or to believe or feel, we can count this as knowing, in a way, what it is like for her, even though this knowledge—my sort-of empathy—is based just on memories of my experience, not my re-living it. (A variation: I might re-live some aspects of the experience, some of my previous inclinations to do or believe or feel.)
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In comments on an earlier version of this paper, presented at the 2011 Chapel Hill Colloquium in Philosophy.

A terminological preference: I don’t call it “empathy” unless there is a target, a person in love or on the job market or . . . with whom one empathizes; otherwise it is simulation.

This essay began as a talk at a conference on *Empathy*, organized by Amy Coplan and Peter Goldie, in 2006. I am much indebted to Coplan and Goldie and to audiences on this and later occasions for helpful discussion, and especially to Sarah Buss, Gregory Currie, Ron Endlore, Jaksa Fiske, Stacie Friend, David Hills, Mitchell Green, Fred Kroon, Bence Nanay, Peter Railton, Robert Stecker, Damian Wessel, and Jonathan Weinberg.
Fictionality and Imagination—Mind the Gap

The notion of truth in fiction, of a proposition’s being “true in a fictional world”—fictional, in my terminology—is absolutely central to my theory of fiction, to my proposals about what fiction is, how we understand and appreciate and respond to works of fiction, and how they are important in our lives.\(^1\) This notion is far more important than that of works of fiction, the distinction between fiction and nonfiction. Many theorists begin with and emphasize the latter. My strategy, in Walton (1990), is the opposite.

In Walton (1990) and elsewhere, I offered a reductive account of fictionality in terms of imagining: A proposition is fictional, I said, just in case there is a prescription to the effect that it is to be imagined. More precisely, a proposition is fictional in (the world of) a particular work, \(W\), just in case appreciators of that work are to imagine it, just in case full appreciation of \(W\) requires imagining it.\(^2\) I have come to realize, belatedly, that this is only half right. Prescriptions to imagine are necessary but not sufficient for fictionality.\(^3\) This means that the notion of fictionality is even more fundamental than I thought it was, and more difficult to pin down.

Before explaining, it will be helpful to remind ourselves of an important feature of imagining, a respect in which imaginings differ from beliefs.

---

\(^1\) Thanks for discussion and comments to Carola Barbero, Gregory Currie, Daniel Groll, Stacie Friend, David Hills, Fred Kroon, Patrick Maynard, Jerome Pelletier, Shaun Nichols, Dawn Phillips, Denis Robinson, Richard Woodward, Stever Yablo. Thanks especially to David Bradon-Mitchell for numerous very helpful conversations during an extended visit at Sydney University.

\(^2\) Walton 1990: 39–41, 57–61. I added an important qualification which needn’t concern us now: “A proposition is fictional...if it is to be imagined (in the relevant context) should the question arise” (1990: 40, emphasis in original).

\(^3\) This realization was provoked first by conversations with Jerome Pelletier. Stacie Friend and Patrick Maynard also called my attention to counterexamples.